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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we propose a new comprehensive methodology in
order to evaluate the performance of noisy historical document
recognition techniques. We aim to evaluate not only the final
noisy recognition result but also the main intermediate stages of
text line, word and character segmentation. For this purpose, we
efficiently create the text line, word and character segmentation
ground truth guided by the transcription of the historical
documents. The proposed methodology consists of (i) a semiautomatic procedure in order to detect the text line, word and
character segmentation ground truth regions making use of the
correct document transcription, (ii) calculation of proper
evaluation metrics in order to measure the performance of the
final OCR result as well as of the intermediate segmentation
stages. The semi-automatic procedure for detecting the ground
truth regions has been evaluated and proved efficient and time
saving. Experimental results prove that using the proposed
technique, the percentage of time saved for the text line, word and
character segmentation ground truth creation is more than 90%.
An analytic experiment using a commercial OCR engine applied
to a historical book is also presented.

Recognition of historical documents is essential for quick and
efficient content exploitation of the valuable historical collections
that are part of our cultural heritage. Several factors such as low
paper quality, dense and arbitrary layout, low print contrast,
typesetting imperfections, lack of standard alphabets and fonts do
not permit the application of conversional recognition techniques
to historical documents. Due to these reasons, recognition of
historical documents is one of the most challenging tasks in
document image processing. To this end, several techniques that
focus on historical document processing and recognition have
been proposed recently in the literature. Most of these works
focus on the unique characteristics of the corresponding historical
document such as content and writing style. In [7, 11] OCR
systems were developed respectively for the recognition of
characters used in the Christian Orthodox Church Music notation.
In [15], an approach for the recognition of Early Christian Greek
manuscripts based on the detection of open and closed cavities of
the skeletonised characters is presented. The basic characteristic
of these documents is that there is no space between two
consecutive words. In [4] an open-source programming
framework is introduced for building systems that extract
information from digitized historical documents empowering the
document experts themselves to develop systems with reduced
effort. In [19], a complete OCR methodology for recognizing
historical documents, either printed or handwritten without any
knowledge of the font, is presented. It consists of a pre-processing
step, a top-down segmentation step as well as a clustering scheme
in order to group characters of similar shape. A segmentation-free
approach is followed in [17, 12, 2] where line and word
segmentation is used for creating an index based on word
matching. In [9], a word spotting technique based on combining
synthetic data and user feed-back for keyword searching in
historical printed documents is described.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.4.6 [Image Processing]: Segmentation; I.4.9 [Image Processing]:
Applications; I.5.4 [Pattern Recognition]: Applications---Text
Processing; I.7.5 [Document and Text Processing]: Document
Capture---Document Analysis.

General Terms
Evaluation, Performance, Experimentation

Keywords
Document Image Processing, Historical Document Processing and
Recognition,
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OCR,
Transcript
Mapping,
Segmentation, Text Line Segmentation, Word Segmentation.

Text resulting from historical document recognition is noisy since
it corresponds to low recognition rates. In most cases, historical
document recognition systems produce a recognition result that is
evaluated in terms of character accuracy at the levels of 90% 95% [15, 19]. One of the reasons for this is the fact that several
errors are introduced during the segmentation phase of historical
documents. Several problems such as low quality, complex, dense
and irregular layouts, noise between characters, ink diffusion and
local skew seriously affect the segmentation and, consequently,
the recognition accuracy. To this end, it is imperative to have an
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alignment of handwritten documents with their (ASCII)
transcripts. In our approach, in order to create the text line
segmentation ground truth we first use a Hough transform based
methodology guided by the number of the text lines indicated at
the previous text parsing stage. Concerning the word and
character segmentation ground truth, we first use a gap
classification technique constrained by the number of the words
and characters for every text line indicated at the text parsing
stage. For the creation of the final text line, word and character
segmentation ground truth we also involve a user guided
correction module. As it will be demonstrated in Section 3, only a
small number of segmentation results needs correction since the
proposed automatic transcript mapping technique has been proved
efficient and time saving.

objective evaluation which will account for the performance not
only of the final recognition result but also of the involved
document image segmentation stages. This will help to detect the
processing stages that introduce the majority of errors and
consequently guide future efforts and research for the
development of an improved recognition module.
Motivated by the aforementioned goal, in this paper we propose a
new comprehensive methodology in order to evaluate not only the
final noisy recognition result but also the main intermediate stages
of segmentation of historical documents. The main novelties of
the proposed methodology comprise (i) an efficient and timesaving semi-automatic methodology for the creation of the text
line, word and character segmentation ground truth taking into
consideration the transcription for each segmentation level; (ii) a
comprehensive evaluation methodology in order to evaluate not
only the final noisy recognition result but also the main
intermediate stages of text line, word and character segmentation
of historical documents. Guided by the transcription of the
historical documents we efficiently create the text line, word and
character segmentation ground truth which is used in order to
produce a comprehensive evaluation report. The paper is
organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the proposed
methodology for the evaluation of historical document
recognition techniques focusing on the distinct steps we follow. In
Section 3, the semi-automatic procedure for detecting the ground
truth regions is evaluated while an analytic experiment using a
commercial OCR engine applied to a historical book is presented.
Finally, in Section 4 conclusions are drawn.

(a)

2. PROPOSED EVALUATION
METHODOLOGY

(b)

Figure 1. (a) Initial historical document image; (b) Binary
image output after binarization and border removal.

According to the proposed methodology, in order to evaluate a
historical document recognition technique we need (i) the
document’s transcription which is the correct ASCII text of the
document and (ii) the recognition result as well as the text line,
word and character segmentation result of the OCR engine under
evaluation. First, we process the initial historical document image
in order to obtain a binary image output I of accepted quality
since our evaluation methodology mainly focuses on recognition
and segmentation issues. We use the binarization methodology of
[6] as well as the border removal algorithm of [18] with suitable
parameter tuning and with the help of visual inspection in order to
achieve a binary image result I of accepted quality that efficiently
preserves text areas (see Figure 1).

The evaluation of the recognition engine is based on comparing
the text recognition result with the transcription as well as on
comparing the text line, word and character segmentation result
with the corresponding segmentation ground truth. Text result
evaluation is based on the edit distance calculation [8] while
segmentation evaluation is based on pixel based area recall and
precision calculation [5, 16]. The flowchart of the proposed
evaluation methodology is demonstrated in Figure 2 while all
involved steps are detailed in this section.

2.1 Transcription Text Parsing
Transcription contains useful information that can be used in
order to correctly segment a document image into text lines,
words and characters. We assume that we have a transcription file
per document image as well as that the transcription includes line
break information. By using a simple text parser, we calculate the
number of text lines NL appearing in the document image as well
as the number of words NWi and characters NCi of every text line
i.

We assume that the transcription includes the correct text line
break information. For each page, the transcription is first
processed by a simple text parsing module in order to detect the
number of text lines as well as the number of words and
characters for every text line. This information is used in a
transcript mapping module in order to efficiently create the text
line, word and character segmentation ground truth. Transcript
mapping (or text alignment) techniques are used in order to map
the correct text information to a segmentation result produced
automatically. Usually, these techniques are very useful in order
to automatically create benchmarking data sets. In [21], automatic
segmentation of cursive handwritten text lines is achieved using
the transcriptions of the text lines and a hidden Markov model
(HMM) based recognition system. In [10], an algorithm based on
dynamic time warping (DTW) is proposed for a word by word

2.2 Transcript Mapping
Guided by the transcription information extracted in the previous
section we efficiently create the text line, word and character
segmentation result in order to facilitate the segmentation ground
truth construction.
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where nb, CIw and CIh are the number of black pixels, the width
and the height of the connected component respectively. With this
condition we eliminate black graphical lines as the ones appearing
in Figure 4.

Figure 2. The flowchart of the proposed evaluation
methodology for historical document recognition techniques.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Two examples with non-text areas (indicated by a
rectangular box) that are removed during the pre-processing
stage.

2.2.1 Text line segmentation
The methodology for the segmentation of a document image into
text lines is a modification of the methodology described in [13]
which takes into consideration the number of lines NL. It includes
three stages: (i) pre-processing, (ii) Hough transform mapping and
(iii) post-processing.

2.2.1.1 Pre-processing
At this stage we apply a connected component rule based
algorithm in order to exclude several non-text elements. The preprocessing stage consists of the following steps. In the first step,
the connected components [3] (CCs) of the binary image I are
extracted. Then, the average character height AH of the whole
document image is calculated based on the average height of all
CCs. The next step concerns the application of a horizontal Run
Length Smoothing Algorithm (RLSA) [20] with a threshold value
of 0.4*AH. Then, the connected components on the smoothed
image are calculated and areas that satisfy the following condition
on the smoothed image are removed from image I:

(CS w ! 0.6 I w ) OR (CS h ! 5 AH )

(1)

where Iw corresponds to the width of the document image I and
CSw, CSh correspond to the width and height of a connected
component on the smoothed image, respectively. Figure 3 shows
two examples with non-text areas that are removed based on the
condition of eq. (1).
Furthermore, in the pre-processing stage we exclude horizontal
graphical line elements. We remove all connected components of
image I which satisfy the following condition:

(

nb
CI
! 0.5) AND ( w ! 3) AND (CI w ! 3 AH )
CI w CI h
CI h

(2)

Figure 4. An example of graphical lines (indicated by arrows)
that are removed during the pre-processing stage.
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2.2.1.2 Hough Transform Mapping

2.2.2 Word segmentation

The main stage of the text line segmentation methodology is the
application of the Hough transform on a set of points (see [13]).

The word segmentation procedure is divided into two steps. The
first step deals with the computation of the distances of adjacent
components in the text line image and the second step is
concerned with the classification of the previously computed
distances as either inter-word distances or inter-character
distances. The methodology that was used for this task is a
modification of the methodology presented in [14].

The Hough transform is a line to point transformation from the
Cartesian space to the Polar coordinate space. A line in the
Cartesian coordinate space is described by the equation:

x cos(T )  y sin(T )

p

(3)

2.2.2.1 Distance Computation

It is easily observed that the line in the Cartesian space is
represented by a point in the Polar coordinate space whose
coordinates are p and ș. Every point which votes, corresponds to a
set of cells in the accumulator array of the (p,ș) domain. To
construct the Hough domain the resolution along ș direction was
set to 1 degree letting ș take values in the range 85 to 95 degrees
and the resolution along p direction was set to 0.2*AH.

In order to calculate the distance of adjacent components in the
text line image, a pre-processing procedure is applied. The preprocessing procedure concerns the correction of the skew angle of
the text line image. The computation of the gap metric is
considered not on the connected components (CCs) but on the
overlapped components (OCs), where an OC is defined as a set of
CCs whose projection profiles overlap in the vertical direction.

After the computation of the accumulator array we proceed to the
following procedure: We detect the cell (pi, și) having the
maximum contribution and we assign to the text line (pi, și) all
points that vote in the area (pi-5, și)..(pi+5, și). The difference
from the methodology presented in [13] is that instead of
calculating the cell (pi, și) having the maximum contribution until
a stopping criterion is met, we take into account that we expect
NL maximum cells (pi, și).

The Euclidean distance is used as distance between two adjacent
overlapped components (OCs). The Euclidean distance between
two adjacent overlapped components is defined as the minimum
Euclidean distance among the Euclidean distances of all pairs of
points of the two adjacent overlapped components. For the
calculation of the Euclidean distance we apply a fast scheme that
takes into consideration only a subset of the pixels of the left and
right OCs instead of the whole number of black pixels. In order to
define the subset of pixels of the left OC, we include in this subset
the rightmost black pixel of every scanline. The subset of pixels
for the right OC is defined by including the leftmost black pixel
of every scanline. Finally, the Euclidean distance of the two OCs
is defined as the minimum of the Euclidean distances of all pairs
of pixels.

2.2.1.3 Post-processing
The post-processing procedure consists of two steps. At the first
step, a merging technique over the result of the Hough transform
is applied to correct some false alarms. This stage may reduce the
number of text lines detected by the Hough transform. In the
second stage, connected components that were not clustered to
any line are checked to see whether they create a new line that the
Hough transform did not reveal. We force the algorithm to create
as many text lines as are needed in order to reach the desired
value NL. After the creation of the final set of lines, all
unclassified components are grouped to the closest line. There are
cases where although the algorithm is forced to produce NL
number of text lines, the intermediate steps can produce a number
of lines smaller than this value. The reason for this is that
although the number of text lines is less than NL, there do not
exist any unclassified components for the creation of new text
lines.

2.2.2.2 Gap Classification
For the gap classification we use a local threshold for every text
line of the image. All distances above this threshold are
considered as inter-word gaps whereas all distances below this
threshold are considered as intra-word gaps. In order to calculate
this threshold on a text line i, we use the number of words NWi of
the particular text line which is calculated from the transcription
(Section 2.1) as follows:
Let L be the number of the overlapped components of the text line
image. The total number of distances computed is L-1. We define
these distances as dj, j=1..L-1. We sort the distances dj in
descending order. Defining the first distance as candidate to be
the segmentation threshold, we make the segmentation and count
the number of words that are produced. If the number or words
produced is equal or larger than the value NWi then this distance
is the desired threshold for the particular text line. Otherwise, the
next distance in the sorted list is considered as a threshold and the
above described procedure is repeated until one distance meets
the requirement.

A text line segmentation result of a document image portion is
presented in Figure 5.

A word segmentation result of a document image portion is
presented in Figure 6. In Figure 7 we present an example of word
segmentation results using different segmentation thresholds.
Since the expected number of words NWi is 4, we select the result
of Figure 7(d).

Figure 5. Text line segmentation result of a document image
portion.
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The user is provided with an appropriate tool to handle
segmentation errors. Figure 9 is a screenshot of the developed
tool. The tool enables the user to perform a few tasks to finalize
the ground truth regions such as editing, inserting or deleting
segmentation regions. As it is demonstrated in Section 3, only a
small number of segmentation results needs correction since the
proposed automatic transcript mapping technique has been proved
efficient and time saving. Among segmentation results that need
correction, there are cases of ornamental characters which get
split in the segmentation procedure due to their large height (Fig.
10). The correction made by the user is the assignment of the
ornamental character to a single text line and word. After this
procedure, the text line, word and character segmentation ground
truth regions are defined in order to be used for evaluation.

Figure 6. Word segmentation result of a document image
portion.

2.4 Evaluation Metrics

(a)

2.4.1 Segmentation Evaluation Metrics
The performance evaluation of text line, word and character
segmentation is based on counting the number of the matches
between the entities detected by the segmentation algorithm and
the ground truth [5, 16]. It is a pixel based method and takes into
account only the black pixels of the entities ignoring the white
pixels of background.

(b)

Let I be the set of all image black points, Gi the set of all black
points inside the i ground truth region, Rj the set of all black
points inside the j result region, ȉ(s) a function that counts the
elements of set s. Table MatchScore(i,j) represents the matching
results of the i ground truth region and the j result region as
follows:

(c)

(d)
Figure 7. An example of word segmentation results using
different segmentation thresholds.

MatchScore( i, j )

T( Gi  Ri  I )
T(( Gi  Ri )  I )

(4)

2.2.3 Character segmentation
The character segmentation module uses a local threshold for
every text line image in order to detect the character regions. The
methodology for the calculation of the local threshold is similar to
the one described in Section 2.2.2. The main differences are: (i)
the segmentation procedure works on connected components
instead of overlapped components and (ii) the number of regions
that need to be calculated is NCi instead of NWi. A character
segmentation result of a document image portion is presented in
Figure 8.
(a)

Figure 8. Character segmentation result of a document image
portion.

2.3 Correction of Segmentation Results
Once the text lines, the words and the characters have been
detected, making use of the correct document transcription
(Section 2.2), the user corrects possible segmentation errors in
order to produce the final segmentation ground truth.

(b)
Figure 9. (a) Word segmentation result; (b) Ground truth
regions after user’s intervention.
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The performance evaluator searches within the MatchScore Table
for pairs of one-to-one matches. We call a pair one-to-one match
(o2o) if the matching score for this pair is equal to or above the
evaluator's acceptance threshold Ta of the total region. If N is the
count of ground truth regions and M the count of result regions
we calculate the detection rate (DR) and recognition accuracy
(RA) as follows:
DR

# o 2o
N

(5)

RA

# o 2o
M

(6)

Table 1. Evaluation results for the proposed segmentation
technique making use of the correct document transcription.

2  DR  RA
DR  RA

2.4.2 OCR Evaluation Metrics
The optical character recognition system will be evaluated on
character level using the Character Accuracy metric [8]. In order
to define this metric we need to define when an error occurs. We
count an error for each character insertion, deletion or substitution
that is required to correct the text generated by the optical
character recognition system. The number of errors is defined as
the minimum number of edit operations (character insertions,
deletions and substitutions) needed to fully correct the text. Thus,
Character Accuracy is defined as the ratio of the number of
correct characters (number of characters in the correct document
transcription minus number of errors) to the total number of
characters in the correct document transcription:
Character Accuracy

(8)

The evaluation methodology presented in the previous section
was tested on a part of a historical book from Eckartshausen
which was published on 1788 and is owned by the Bavarian State
Library1 consisting of 94 document images that contained 2647
text lines, 18575 words and 116887 characters.

1

RA

Text Lines

2647

2646

2618

98,9% 98,9% 98,9%

Words

18575

18585

18248

98,2% 98,1% 98,1%

Characters

14667

14755

13291

90,6% 90,0% 90,2%

Ground
truth

First, we evaluate the proposed technique in order to detect the
ground truth regions before the user’s intervention. For this
reason, we manually marked the correct line and word segments
in the set of 94 images as well as the correct character segments in
18 representative images. Table 1 shows the detailed evaluation
results where the acceptance threshold is set to Ta 95% for text

90%

DR

FM

Figures 10, 11 and 12 demonstrate representative problems that
are encountered during the text line, word and character
segmentation procedure. Ornamental characters and graphical
illustration which couldn’t be removed at the pre-processing step
are the main causes of segmentation errors. Also, there are cases
that punctuation marks are detected as single words and this
causes erroneous word segmentation results. In addition, broken
characters are the main cause for erroneous character
segmentation results.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

line segmentation and Ta
segmentation.

o2o

We recorded that for the manual creation of the text line, word
and character ground truth, for one document image, the user
needs 420, 900 and 5400 seconds in average, respectively.
Concerning the proposed methodology, the average time for
visually checking the generated text line, word and character
segmentation result is about 20, 40 and 80 seconds per image,
respectively. The average time needed to correct a single
segmentation error (either text line, word and character) using the
tool described in Section 2.3 is about 5 seconds. A user needs
20+(5*29/94)§22 seconds for the correction of the text line
segmentation results per image, 40+(5*327/94)§58 seconds for
the correction of the word segmentation results per image and
80+(5*1376/18)§463 seconds for the correction of the character
segmentation results per image. Taking into account the
abovementioned rationale, we can state that the percentage of
time saved for the text line, word and character segmentation
ground truth creation is about 92%.

(7)

# characters  # errors
# characters

M

It can be observed from the o2o matches that the proposed
technique fails to correctly detect 29 text lines out of 2647, 327
words out of 18575 and 1376 characters out of 14667. All these
segments should be manually corrected at the next step of the
procedure (see Section 2.3).

A performance metric FM can be extracted if we combine the
values of detection rate and recognition accuracy:
FM

N

Result
Ground
truth

for word and character

Result
Figure 10. Indicative text line segmentation errors.

Carl von Eckartshausen, “Aufschlüsse zur Magie aus geprüften
Erfahrungen über verborgene philosophische Wissenschaften
und verdeckte Geheimnisse der Natur”, Bavarian State Library,
1778.
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Table 4. The six most common errors (“confusions”) made by
the FineReader Engine 8.1.

Ground
truth
Result

#errors

Correct
character

Generated
character

Ground
truth

3815

D

b

1720

S

f

Result

984

Ch

d)

538

Ch

d;

484

K

f

477

Z

j

Figure 11. Indicative word segmentation errors.

Ground
truth
Result
Figure 12. Indicative character segmentation errors.

(a)
In order to test the proposed evaluation scheme, we applied the
FineReader Engine 8.1 [1] to the historical book and evaluated the
final recognition result as well as the text line, word and character
segmentation stages. Tables 2 and 3 summarize the evaluation
results for all stages using FineReader Engine 8.1. The acceptance
threshold is also set to Ta 95% for text line segmentation and

(b)

Ta 90% for word and character segmentation. Although
FineReader performs reasonably well for text line and word
segmentation, we can observe that (i) character segmentation
performance is quite low and (ii) character accuracy is
remarkably low since the font of the historical book is not trained
by the recognition engine. Table 4 lists the six most common
errors (“confusions”) made by the OCR system. Figure 13 shows
the recognition result for a document image portion of the
historical book as well as the corresponding ground truth.

(c)
Figure 13. Recognition result using FineReader Engine 8.1 (a)
original document image; (b) correct document transcription;
(c) recognition result.

4. CONCLUSIONS
A new comprehensive methodology has been proposed in order to
evaluate the performance of noisy historical document recognition
techniques. According to the proposed methodology, we evaluate
not only the final noisy recognition result but also the main
intermediate stages of text line, word and character segmentation.
We mainly focus on the efficient creation of the text line, word
and character segmentation ground truth guided by the
transcription of the historical documents. In order to facilitate the
text line segmentation ground truth creation, we use a Hough
transform based methodology guided by the number of the text
lines. Concerning the word and character segmentation ground
truth, we use a gap classification technique constrained by the
number of the words and characters for every text line. According
to the experimental results, the percentage of time saved for the
text line, word and character segmentation ground truth creation
is more than 90%.

Table 2. Evaluation results for text line, word and character
segmentation using FineReader Engine 8.1.

N

M

o2o

DR

RA

FM

Text Lines

2647

2628

2593

97,9%

98,6%

98,2%

Words

18575

18854 17842

96,0%

94,6%

95,2%

Characters

14667

15961 12470

85,0%

78,1%

81,4%

Table 3. Recognition evaluation results using the FineReader
Engine 8.1.
#characters

116887

#errors

40494

#insertions

2224

#deletions

32338

#substitutions

5932

Character Accuracy
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